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I extend a theorem of Bloch, which concerns the net orbital current carried by an interacting electron system
in equilibrium, to include mesoscopic effects. I obtain a rigorous upper bound to the allowed ground-state
current in a ring or disk, for an interacting electron system in the presence of static but otherwise arbitrary
electric and magnetic fields. I also investigate the effects of spin-orbit and current-current interactions on the
upper bound. Current-current interactions, caused by the magnetic field produced at a pointr by a moving
electron atr 8, are found to reduce the upper bound in a thin uniform ring by an amount that is determined by
the self-inductance of the system. The upper bound is also compared with recent measurements of the persis-
tent current in a single ring.

I. INTRODUCTION

A theorem due to Bloch holds that an interacting electron
system in equilibrium carriesno net orbital current.1 This
question originally had been motivated by early attempts,
before the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory, to explain su-
perconductivity by proposing that electron-electron interac-
tions lead to special current-carrying states of lower energy
than the current-free states. However, it is now understood
that supercurrent-carrying states are, in fact, metastablenon-
equilibriumstates, which, because of their off-diagonal long-
range order or wave function rigidity, have an extremely long
lifetime.

The great interest over the past several years in the phys-
ics of mesoscopic systems again has made the question of
allowed equilibrium currents an important one. More than
ten years ago, Bu¨ttiker et al.2 predicted the existence of equi-
librium currents in mesoscopic normal-metal rings threaded
by a magnetic flux. Recent experimental evidence3–5 in sup-
port of this conjecture has stimulated considerable interest in
these so-called persistent currents. Although a satisfactory
explanation of the experiments is still lacking, the present
consensus is that both electron-electron interaction and dis-
order effects are important.6 A related phenomena is that of
spontaneousorbital currents occurring in the absence of any
applied magnetic field or twisted boundary conditions. Al-
though there is no experimental evidence for this symmetry-
breaking state, spontaneous orbital currents have been pre-
dicted to occur by several authors,7–9 but to not occur by
others.10

Given the diverse situations in which equilibrium current-
carrying states may occur, it is worthwhile to revise Bloch’s
theorem to incorporate these mesoscopic effects. To this end,
Vignale11 has recently derived a rigorous upper bound to the
persistent current in a single ring, the results being valid for
both noninteracting and interacting electrons in the presence
of arbitrary magnetic fields and impurity potentials. One sur-
prising result of Vignale’s analysis is that although the upper
bound to the persistent current in a thin ring of uniform
density and radiusR vanishes as 1/R for largeR, it doesnot
vanish for a thick ring or punctured disk with the ratio

Rin /R out of the inner radius and outer radius fixed as these
radii become infinite. Although Vignale’s result does not pre-
clude the existence of a more stringent upper bound that
always vanishes in the macroscopic limit, the upper bound is
actually realized in calculations of the persistent current~the
integrated azimuthal current density! in a two-dimensional
noninteracting electron gas in a large quantum dot.12,13

One motivation for this work is to extend the analysis of
Ref. 11 to include the effects of spin-orbit interaction, which
has received considerable attention in connection with per-
sistent currents and spontaneous currents. Spin-orbit interac-
tion is known to lead to a topological interference effect,
called the Aharonov-Casher effect,14 which is an electromag-
netic dual of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. Meiret al.15 have
shown that spin-orbit scattering in one-dimensional disor-
dered rings induces an effective magnetic flux, which re-
duces the persistent current in a universal manner. The effect
of spin-orbit interaction on mesoscopic persistent currents
has been studied by several other authors, who also find re-
duced currents.16–19This has led us to question whether the
upper bound on the allowed persistent current is itself re-
duced by spin-orbit interactions. We shall show here that this
is not the case.

A second motivation for this work is to examine the in-
fluence of current-current interactions, an orderv2/c2 rela-
tivistic effect caused by the magnetic field produced at a
point r by a moving electron atr 8. The possibility of these
magnetic interactions leading to a spontaneous current-
carrying state in mesoscopic metal rings has been discussed
in a remarkable paper by Wohllebenet al.,7 where it is
shown that, in zero field, a small ring exhibits a transition to
a state with persistent current. The combined effects of spin-
orbit coupling and current-current interactions has been stud-
ied recently by Choi.9 We shall show below that current-
current interactions in a thin ring reduce the upper bound on
the ground-state current by an amount that is determined by
the self-inductance of the system.

In this paper, we derive an upper bound to the ground-
state current in an arbitrary many-electron system, including
spin-orbit coupling and current-current interaction effects. To
best demonstrate the modifications to Bloch’s theorem from
the effects of finite sample size, we restrict our analysis to
zero temperature. However, our final results are also valid at
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finite temperature, as may be shown by following the method
of Ref. 11. Another difference between this work and Ref. 11
is that the latter derives an upper bound that is more effective
~i.e., lower! in a strongly nonuniform ring. Although the up-
per bounds derived here are also valid in this case, they are
only effective for systems with nearly uniform charge den-
sity ~for example, the rings typically studied experimentally!.

II. RIGOROUS UPPER BOUND

We begin by obtaining a many-electron Hamiltonian that
includes current-current interactions to orderv2/c2. In the
transverse gauge, the vector potential seen by an electron at
rn in the presence of the other moving electrons~of charge
2e) is

Ai~rn!52~e/2c! (
n8Þn

Ti j ~rn2rn8!vn8
j /urn2rn8u , ~1!

where vn is the velocity of thenth electron, and where
Ti j (r )[d i j1r i r j /ur u2. This vector potential leads to a
current-current interaction term in the Lagrangian of the
form

L int5~e2/2c2! (
n,n8

vn
i Ti j ~rn2rn8!vn8

j /urn2rn8u , ~2!

which in turn leads to a current-current interaction term in
the Hamiltonian of the form

H int52 ~e2/2m2c2! (
n,n8

pn
i T

i j ~rn2rn8!

urn2rn8u
pn8
j , ~3!

to leading order inv2/c2. The complete Hamiltonian, includ-
ing spin-orbit coupling, Coulomb and current-current inter-
actions, and coupling to additional electric and magnetic
fields, may be written as

H5(
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~4!

wherePn[pn1(e/c)A(rn), the S
i are spin operators, and

where the potentialsA andV are time independent but oth-
erwise arbitrary. Spin-spin interactions and the coupling of
the spin degrees of freedom to the external magnetic field are
not important here and shall be ignored. The velocity opera-
tor vn[@rn ,H#/ i\ is given by
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~5!

We shall consider a system ofN electrons confined to a
ring or disk, oriented with its axis along thez direction, and
we write ~4! in cylindrical coordinatesr5(r ,u,z). The
thickness and cross-sectional shape of the system is arbitrary.
The many-body ground statec(r1s1 ,•••,rNsN) satisfies
Hc5Ec, whereE is the ground-state energy.

Suppose that the ground statec carries an orbital persis-
tent current,

I52
e

4p K cU(
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r n
•vn1vn•

eu~rn!

r n
D UcL , ~6!

whereeu(r ) is an azimuthal unit vector at positionr . We
may construct a rotating state c85Uc, where
U[)ne

idLun /\, which is not necessarily an eigenstate of
H, and which has a mean energyE8[^c8uHuc8& given by
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Here ‘‘^ & ’’ denotes an expectation value in the original
ground state c, Pn

u[Pn•eu(rn), and we have used
U†PnU5Pn1eu(rn)dL/r n . The energy difference,
dE[E82E, plotted as a function of the parameterdL, is
shown in Fig. 1. For values ofdL, such that 0,dL,dL* ,
wheredL* is the zero ofdE defined in Fig. 1, the rotating
statec8 has a lower mean energy thanc, soc cannot be the
ground state.

This is the essential content of Bloch’s theorem. It applies
whenever there is a nonzerodL satisfying 0,dL,dL* .

However, the smallest nonzerodL permitted by the condi-
tion that the wave functionc8 be single valued isdL5\.
When the relativistic corrections in~4! are neglected,
dL*5dL0* , where

dL0*[ ~4pmI/Ne! ^1/r 2 &21. ~8!

Here,

K 1r g L [
1

N K (
n

1

r n
g L 5

1

NE d3r
n~r !

r g , ~9!
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wheren(r ) is the ground-state number density. Therefore,
Bloch’s theorem applies only whendL*.\, or whenever
uI u.Imax

0 , where

Imax
0 [ ~Ne\/4pm! ^1/r 2 &. ~10!

This is the upper bound derived in Ref. 11. When the rela-
tivistic corrections are included to leading order,dL* is
given by

dL*5dL0*1 ~pI /emc2N2^1/r 2&2!
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~11!
Bloch’s theorem therefore applies wheneveruI u.Imax,
where

Imax5~12L!Imax
0 , ~12!

and
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~13!

is a dimensionlessreduction factor. States carrying orbital
currents larger thanImax cannot be ground states of~4!.

The upper bound~12! applies to interacting electron sys-
tems in the presence of static but otherwise arbitrary electric
and magnetic fields, and includes the effects of spin-orbit
coupling and current-current interaction. The upper bound
~10! applies to noninteracting systems and also to electrons
with Coulomb interaction. In particular,~10! applies to non-
interacting electrons in a periodic potential, and this fact
leads to a general constraint on the band structure of any
one-dimensional crystal.20

III. UPPER BOUND FOR A THIN RING

Now consider the case of a thin ring with cross-sectional
dimensions much less than the radiusR of the ring. In this
case,

Imax
0 5Ne\/4pmR2 5 2evF/L , ~14!

wherevF is the Fermi velocity,L[2pR is the circumfer-
ence of the ring, and

L'
3
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The first term in~15! is approximately equal toEF /mc2,
whereEF is the Fermi energy, and hence this term is entirely
negligible here. The magnitude of the third term may
be estimated by using the approximation̂(nPn

u&
'4pmRImax

0 /e, which shows that the third term and fourth
term in ~15! are both of orderlc

2/R2, wherelc[\/mc is the
Compton wavelength of the electron. These terms are, there-
fore, negligible here as well.

The operator in the second term of~15! may be written in
second-quantized form as

(
nÞn8

eu
i ~rn!T

i j ~rn2rn8!eu
j ~rn8!/urn2rn8u

5E d3r d3r 8F~r ,r 8!c†~r !c†~r 8!c~r 8!c~r !, ~16!

wherec(r ) andc†(r ) are electron field operators, and where

F~r ,r 8![ eu
i ~r !Ti j ~r2r 8!eu

j ~r 8!/ur2r 8u . ~17!

This term is a consequence of the current-current interac-
tions. In a mesoscopic or macroscopic system, the largest
contribution to the expectation value of~16! comes from the
direct term*d3r d3r 8F(r ,r 8)n(r )n(r 8), which is normally
absent in the case of Coulomb interactions in a uniform sys-
tem. For a thin wire of approximately uniform density and
current density, we may write the latter asI divided by the
cross-sectional areaN/nL,

j ~r !' ~nIL/N! eu~r !. ~18!

Then we have

K (
nÞn8

eu
i ~rn!T

i j ~rn2rn8!eu
j ~rn8!

urn2rn8u L
5

N2

4p2R2I 2E d3r d3r 8
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ur2r 8u

5
N2

2p2R2I 2E d3r d3r 8
j ~r !• j t~r 8!

ur2r 8u
, ~19!

FIG. 1. Energy difference between the ground statec and the
rotating statec8, as a function of the imparted angular momentum
dL.
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wherej t is the transversecurrent density, defined as

j t~r ![~1/4p! ¹3¹3E d3r 8 j ~r 8!/ur2r 8u

5 j ~r !1 ~1/4p! ¹E d3r 8 @¹8• j ~r 8!#/ur2r 8u .

~20!

Because the equilibrium current density satisfies¹• j50, the
second term in~20! vanishes andj is purely transverse. The
reduction factor~15! for a thin ring may therefore be written
approximately asL52Imax

0
L/cF0 , where

L[ ~1/I 2!E d3r d3r 8 @ j ~r !• j ~r 8!#/ur2r 8u ~21!

is the classical self-inductance of the ring, and where
F0[hc/e is the quantum of flux. It is also useful to rewrite
the reduction factor as

L5 2Imax
0 /I c , ~22!

where

I c[ cF0/L ~23!

is the magnitude of the current needed to produce one quan-
tum of flux. This latter form makes explicit the relative im-
portance of the inductive effects. Therefore, the upper bound
in a thin ring may be written as

I5~12 2Imax
0 /I c!Imax

0 . ~24!

We see that the current-current interactions alwaysreduce
the allowed ground-state current by an amount that depends
on the self-inductance of the ring. As is clear from our deri-
vation, which treated the current-current interaction as a
small perturbation,~24! is valid only whenL!1 , or when
Imax
0 !I c . We shall evaluate~24! for realistic rings in the next
section.

IV. DISCUSSION

We now evaluate the upper bound~24! for realistic thin-
ring geometries. The upper bound~14! for a metal with a

Fermi velocity of 108cm/s, a typical value, may be written
as21

Imax
0 ' 0.32 mA/L ~mm! , ~25!

whereL (mm) is the circumference of the ring in microme-
ters. As discussed above, the relevance of inductive effects
are characterized by the ratio ofI c[cF0 /L, which is the
current needed to produce one quantum of flux toImax

0 . If we
measure the self-inductance in micrometers, then

I c' 41.2 mA/L ~mm! . ~26!

The reduction factor~22! for a metal ring may then be writ-
ten as

L'1.531025 L/L . ~27!

The self-inductance of a thin toroidal ring with major ra-
dius R and minor radius a ~wire radius! is

L54pR@ ln(8R/a)2 7
4#. Therefore, we see thatL depends

only on the aspect ratioR/a of the ring, and not on its cir-
cumference:

L'3.031025@ ln~8R/a!2 7
4 #. ~28!

For a thick ring, whereR/a'1,L is approximately equal to
the sizeL of the ring.~Note, however, that the present analy-
sis does not apply to this case.! For a thin ring with
R/a'10 orR/a'100,L is substantially larger.

Consider, for example, a gold ring withL'12 mm and
R/a'30, characteristic of the rings studied by Chandresa-
khar et al.,4 where persistent currents of orderImax

0 were
measured. ThenL/L'7.5, andL'1024, a negligible re-
duction that is consistent with the experiments.
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